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Mix-up changes stadium seating plans
Marshall University's student newspaper - Celebrating 101 years!

Volume 101 Number 99

by CHARLENE L.
CORNELL

reporter
Seating comes down to amatter of inches at Marshall
University Stadium.
Marshall University officials
wanted to increase the seating
capacity from 30,000 to 40,000
seats in the stadium by adding
new seats and reducing the
width of existing bench seats,
according to Dr. K. Edward
Grose, senior vice president of
operations.
The existing individual bench

seating was believed to be 20 to
21 inches in width. To add the
new seats, those seats had to be
reduced to 18 inches.
"We said that we would
reduce the seats to 18 inches,"
Grose said. "When it got down
to someone going over there
and measuring we found out
the majority [of seats] are
already 18 inches."
Grose said there was amisunderstanding between the
university and Frank Irey Inc.,
the company that built the stadium.
"We were led to believe that

the average width was 20 to 21
inches," Grose said. "I thought
they could increase the number
of seats by making them 18
inches."
University officials are not
blaming Frank Irey Inc. Since
the completion of the stadium,
the company has gone bankrupt, Grose said.
"It's nobody's fault," he said.
Grose could not comment on
the exact number of seats the
stadium will have next season.
"We're not going to have
40,000 seats," he said. "We
won't know until we get the

new seating. Then we'll know."
University officials plan to
reduce the width of seats wherever they can.
"There will be very few
changes," Grose said. "There
are a few rows where we are
able to reduce seating and
we're doing it. 90 to 95 percent
of the bench seating will
remain as it has been.
Dant-Clayton has been hired
to design and build the seats,
Grose said.
Construction on the seats is in
by Shawn Seagroves
progress and will be completed Marshall's stadium won't have 40,000 seats thisphoto
season.
by opening game day, Aug. 31.

New
fee
boosts
parking prices

Atwist
to

Shak~speare

utilities and expenses. We buy
equipment. It goes for general
reporter
maintenance of the parking
areas. We spend that out pretAs the heat rises so do park- ty quick, mostly payroll."
ing permit fees.
The parking office has three
The price of parking permits sources of income; parking perincreased $15. The raise is part mits, parking citations and
of the Land Acquisition Fee. parking meters.
In previous years, only new Last year parking citations
permit holders paid. Now, due brought in $199,000 in revto a lack of revenue all those enue, while meters made
who currently hold permits will $34,000, Rhodes said. This
have to pay aLand Acquisition year Rhodes wants to sell 4,000
Fee surcharge.
parking permits. If he sells
"In the past, the only people 4,000 permits, they would
that were paying this were new bring in $200,000.
students, so we didn't get alot Students attending for summoney out of it," Captain Mark mer can purchase parking perD. Rhodes, assistant director of mits.
public safety, said. "I think we "Temporary permits are
generated $36,000 last year, available for $1 aday, $2.50 a
which isn't a lot of money. week or $10 per month,"
Parking is expensive. Land is Rhodes. "If you are acurrent
expensive."
permit holder, it doesn't expire
Permit holders now pay $65 until July 1. If you renew your
for afull year. After the $15 permit, you're good through
acquisition surcharge, $50 . next July or December."
remains.
New permit holders will pay
"With the imposition of the the one time $15 Land
surcliarg·e 'on everybody who's Acquisition Fee in addition to
paying the fees we hope to gen- the yearly fee which totals a
erate, including the money we $30 fee, bringing the cost to
collected from the initial fee $80.
with surcharge, approximately Evening students and faculty
$100,000 ayear to set aside just have the option of purchasing
for the acquisition and develop- an evening permit. The permit
ment of parking," Rhodes said. is valid in all Marshall parking
The parking office i:; an aux- areas after 4p.m. The permits
iliary unit of Marshall and does cost $37.50 for afull year and
not receive state money, $18.75 for asemester.
according to Rhodes.
permit applications
"It [the fee] goes for general areParking
available in the public safeoperation of the parking office," ty offices located in the
Rhodes said. "It pays salaries, Welcome Center.
by CHARLENE L.
CORNELL

by KRISTA CRAWFORD

with contemporary humor.
Managing editor
"Nothing in this play is done
with too much seriousness,"
It
is during midsummer, and said Cirillo, "but there is still
it is at night, but it is not a respect for Shakespeare.
dream.
"It is kindmeetsof Monty
like
The Marshall University Shakespeare
Huntington
Repertory Python," he said.
Theatre, in conjunction with The three actors in the play
the Huntington Museum of are Brannen Daugherty, a
Art, presents the play "The senior from Wheeling, David
Complete Works of William Hall, a senior from Ashland,
Shakespeare (Abridged)" at 8 and Brent Rayburn, ajunior
p.m. June 15,16 and 17 in the from Charleston.
Grace Raril.in Doherty Daugherty said participatAuditorium at the Huntington ing in the play has been great
Museum ofArts.
far.
"Basically there are three so"The
crowds are starting to
guys that do all 38 of pick up and they seem to really
Shakespeare's works, includ- enjoy it," Daugherty said. "I
ing an 154 sonnets, in a two think a lot of people 'Yere
hour span," said Jack Cirillo, intimidated at first by the title.
assistant professor of theater Ithink they thought they were
and director of the play.
going to have to sit there for
Cirillo said the plays and three days to get through it."
sonnets are represented in the • One example of the humor in
play by borrowing lines and the play takes place during a
situations from them. In some scene where Hamlet is supcases, he said, aplay may only posed to drink poison in an
have 15 seconds worth of rep- attempt to kill himself. When
resentation.
Hamlet picks up the cup to
Cirillo described the play as take adrink, there is alarge
fractured Shakespeare tales Mr. Yuck sticker on the bottom

Page edited by Krista Crawford

photo by Tern Blair

Brent Rayburn, David Hall, Brannen Daugherty (from left to
right] make much ado about Shakespeare, performing parts
of all of his work in one play.
of the cup, which faces the the props"
audience.
Tickets for the show can be
"It's real slapstick," obtained by calling 696-ARTS
Daugherty said.
(2787) during the normal box
In addition to the three main office hours, 12- 5 p.m.
actors, two actors assist with Monday through Friday.
props. Their names are Vivian Tickets are $10 for adults, $8
Smith; from Morgantown who for senior citizens, $7 for high
recently graduated, and school students, college stuAmanda Daly, a junior from dents and MU faculty and
New Martinsville.
staff, and free to MU students.
"We call there characters Group rates of $7 per ticket
roller girls with attitude," are available for group of more
Cirillo said. "They help with than ten 10.

Additional parking meters, wider_spaces
possible solution
to
some
parking
problems
Winters appointed new
"For the general
dean of university libraries
community it will
allow access, because
by CHARLENE L.
CORNELL

reporter
Employee parking lot F is
getting aface lift.
The Third Avenue lot across
from Smith Hall is under construction this summer.
On Friday, the lot will be
closed for sealing, and reopened on Monday. It will close
again for painting, but
Captain Mark D. Rhodes,
assistant director of public
safety, was unsure of exactly
when the lot will be painted.
The parking office tore down
The Pawn and Coin Shop and
the house adjacent to it, making room to add spaces. The
current spaces in the lot will
be widened and meters will. be
installed in the front row.
"The Flot, the employee lot
.directly across from SH, we
demolished the pawn shop, put
the gravel in, put the new surface on it and extended it out
to 16th street," Rhodes said.
"What we're going to do is seal
it first and then re-stripe the
lot."
Spaces in the lot are currently wide enough for acompact
car. When the lot is repainted,
the spaces will be wide enough

by GREG SCHUPAK

right now that is a
restricted lot and
regardless of function
and purpose you cannot park there with a
permit.."
Mark
DRhodes,
assistant director of
public parking

for medium-sized cars. The
spaces will be widened by 4
inches.
One employee finds the lot
cramped.
"My car has gotten banged,"
Earline Allen, art professor,
said. "It's hard to walk
through. One tends to bang
mirrors.
"It's harder to see traffic and
it's .dangerous for pedestrians,
because people in cars can't see
them."
Another employee finds
other employees' parking a
problem.

photo by Chartene LCornell

Four inches will be added to the spaces in Flot to cut down on
damage to employee vehicles.
"When people park close to allow access, because right
the line, that's aproblem, but now that is arestricted lot and
the 4inches will be nice," Sam regardless of function and purDameron, criminal justice pro- pose, you cannot park there
fessor, said.
with apermit.
Parking meters are going to "At least now if you have
be installed in the front row of business in SH or that end of
the lot, offering more parking campus, there will be approxito students and the communi- mately 100 additional parking
ty.
meters available. It will offer
"So all along . . . on 3rd more parking for everyone."
avenue, parking meterswill be Construction on the lot will
available," Rhodes said. "For be completed by Aug. 21,
the general community it will according to Rhodes.

for the Parthenon
After almost 30 years away
from her native state of West
Virginia, Barbara Winters,
born and raised in Charleston
and a 1964 graduate of
Stonewall Jackson High School
is coming home.
Winters will become the new
dean of the Marshall libraries,
effective Aug.1. Winters is currently the associate university
librarian for collections services at the University of
Georgia libraries.
She began her career at
Virginia Commonwealth
University in 1986 as head of
acquisition services. Before
going to Georgia in 1998, she
was at Wright State University
libraries in Ohio.
After high school, Winters
went to Moody Bible Institute
in Chicago, Ill., for three years
and received her bachelor of
general studies from Virginia
Commonwealth University in
1983. She received her master's in library science from
Catholic University of America
in Washington, D.C, in 1986.

Winters was selected after a
nationwide search headed by
Dr. Joan Mead, dean of
Marshall's College of Liberal
Arts.
One of Winters' primary
qualifications was that she
"worked very well with the different technologies that
libraries have," Mead said.
"We're very pleased to have
her."
Winters said her family is
also looking forward to the
move.
"My five-year-old twins are
happy they now have a new
house with a staircase," she
said.
"I am very happy to be finally back in West Virginia,"
Winters said. "I always have
loved and wanted to go to
Marshall University and life
got in the way. . . I am just
happy to get the job offer at the
right time in my life. . .
Marshall University is ahead
of several universities in the
country .. . When I got back
from visiting Marshall and told
Please see DEAN, P3

In case of an emergency. • •

NEW YORK (AP) -An ambulance driver, Marvin Beeler,
picked up two patients from their homes and then kept them in
the vehicle for nearly eight hours while driving around the city
and smoking crack cocaine, police said.
Instead of taking them to the hospital in Queens, he robbed
the women of $80, acellular telephone and jewelry, then left
them in the rear of the ambulance, police said. Neither of the
women were harmed.
Page edited by James Harris
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Won1en assaultccl in park
by DONNA DE LA CRUZ
The Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) - A14year-old girl has joined the list
of girls and women who say
they were doused with water,
stripped of their clothing, and
groped or robbed by a mob of
men in Central
Park over the
weekend.
At least 16
girls and women,
including four
tourists, have
told police they
Giuliani were
by
part ofattacked
the crowd
around Sunday's Puerto Rican
Day parade on adjacent Fifth
Avenue.
Police said the attack:s in the
famous park involved as many
as 40 men who sprayed water
on women, tore at their clothes,
groped them and, in some

cases, robbed them. 'l\vo men
were arrested.
The 14-year-old girl said she
was leaving the park around 6
p.m. when agang tore off her
shirt and snatched her necklace.
"Sometimes some sick, crazy
criminal or drunk kids do sick
things," Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani said Tuesday.
All the attacks happened at
the southern end of the park.
"Before Iknew it, Iwas surrounded by what seemed to be
20 guys, all pouring water on
me, and I was trying to push
through," said Stephanie, a
woman who was in the midst
of the mob with an Associated
Press reporter and agreed to
discuss the incident on condition that her last name be
withheld.
"They were coming at me
from all directions, and they
were grabbing my butt, grop-

ing my butt, and I was
screaming and Iwas trying to "I was scared. Ifelt like Ihad no control...
get through, trying to get Ididn't know what would end up happening;
away."
that was the scariest part of all."
She was soaked with water,
but unharmed.
"I was scared. I felt like I
Stephanie,
had no control, everything
Central Park victim
happened so fast but yet it felt
like slow motion," she said. "I
didn't know what would end would be punished.
Attorneys for the two men
up happening; that was the "I'm very concerned about arrested
- David Rowe, 24,
scariest part of all."
the
women
who
got
assaulted
and
Bain, 23 - said
Some of the victims said ... because Ifeel responsible," theirTremayne
clients
were not involved
police were slow to respond to Giuliani said.
in
the
attacks.
their cries for help.
Police Commissioner Howard "I felt that they were under a
Anne Peyton Bryant, a 29- Safir
said no officers were lot of pressure to arrest someyear-old victim, said an officer .nearby
the incidents body," said David Kapner,
she approached "acted like it occurred,when
awitness said he Rowe's attorney.
was nothing" and two others told saw policebutignoring
the may- Police were working with
her to file areport at anearby hem.
several television stations to
precinct. She said she filed the "The cops knew what was obtain
videotapes of
report but no one offered to help going on because the girls were some ofamateur
the attacks.
her look for the attackers.
mad
and
angry
and
walking
The mayor said the reports right past them," David EDITOR'S NOTE -' AP
would be investigated and Grandison
Writer Deepti Hajela conofficers who withheld help Daily News.said in Wednesday's tributed
to this report.

Groups oppose Greenbrier gambling Principal resigns; not
by STEPHEN SINGEll
The Associated Press

CHARLESTON, W.Va.
(~) - Gambling opponents
plan to fan out into Greenbrier
County's churches, civic clubs
and community groups in
hopes of persuading voters to
reject aproposed casino at The
Greenbrier resort.
On Tuesday the county commision set aNov. 7referendum
on whether to permit The
Greenbrier to open acasino.
The commission's 3-0 vote
moves the proposed Stork Club
a giant step forward, giving
voters the final say on whether
guests at the posh resort in
White SulP.hur Springs may
play at blackjack tables and
other Monte Carlo-type games.
The Rev. Alvie Edwards,
president of West Virginia
Families Against Casino
Gambling, fears that if gambling is allowed at The
Greenbrier, other resorts in
the state will clamor for casinos. He said it would be difficult to justify allowing acasino
at one resort while barring
gambling at the others.
"We feel if it works, these
other areas will scream bloody
murder. If it works, it will
spread," he said Tuesday
night.
Ted Kleisner, CEO of The
Greenbrier, said that won't
happen because the resort will
not profit from the casino
itself. Most of the revenue will
go to the state, the county and
its municipalities.
The West Virginia Tax
Commissioner's Office estimates that over five years a

"On the one hand,
we've got the moral
issue ofgambling...
On the other hand,
we've got economic
benefits that
have been explained
to me."

million in new economic activity over five years.
"I think we need to think
clearly and understand this is
·about jobs, this is about $34
million for our community. It
will have no effect anywhere
else," he said.
Greenbrier
County
Commission President Woody
Hanna said the decision to
allow a referendum was not
easy.
"On the one hand, we've
Woody Hanna,
got the moral issue of gamGreenbrier County
Commission President
bling that's not considered a
right thing to participate in.
gambling facility at The On other hand, we've got
Greenbrier would bring economic benefits that have
$841,000 to the county and been explained to me," he
$420,000 to White Sulphur said.
Springs.
At a public hearing earlier
Kleisner said the casino's
month, most of the 60 peopurpose is to draw guests to this
ple
favored
the hotel during the winter, puttingin theattendance
issue on the Nov. 7
when the occupancy rate general election
ballot, rather
plummets to 10 to 15 percent.
That would allow the resort to than schedule a special eleckeep 300 people on the payroll tion.
"Personally, I thought the
year-round and create 75 full- general election is the best
time jobs. Currently, 850 time, when we have the most
employees are laid off every voter turnout," Hanna said.
winter, he said.
turnout in the county
"That's what this is all about is Voter
about 70 percent for generis jobs," Kleisner said.
al
elections,
include
Edwards said his group presidentialwhich
and gubernaopposes all gambling, includ- the
torial races, but was only 12
ing the West Virginia percent in the last special
Lottery, because it gives peo- election.
ple false hope of improving In March 1999, lawmakers
their lives.
authorized the resort to open a
He said low-income people casino, but only if Greenbrier
are hit the hardest, ... but the County voters approve.
livelihoods of the resort's Commissioners said in
employees and small business- January they would not put
es in the area are at stake. the casino issue to a vote
West Virginia University unless the Legislature gave
economists have said the facil- the
county a bigger share of
ity would produce about $34 casino profits. It did not.

Welfare project receives $15 inillion
CHARLESTON, W.Va.
(AP) - The state Department
of Health and Human
Resources has approved
spending nearly $15 million
for 37 projects to help families
stay off welfare.
One group, JOBS for West
Virginia Graduates Inc.,
received $400,000 to teach survival and job skills to at-risk
youth.
The state Department of
Maternal and Child Health
received $100,000 to pay for

family planning services for
welfare recipients who are losing benefits.
The Wood County Commission received $32,200 to hire a
case manager for children and
families, $25,225 to set up
counseling for incorrigible
youth and $16,000 for substance abuse counseling.
State officials are reviewing about 70 more projects,
including one that would
help low-income families
make their homes more

\'I' 304-736-2623

indsor1408Place
Apartments
Third Avenue

2blocksluxury
from campus.
2bedroom
apartments.
Rent
starting at $550
+utilities.
THE NICEST PLACE IN TOWN TO LIVEII

energy efficient.
West Virginia has nearly
$160 million in unspent welfare money, and Congress
could take the money back ifit
isn't spent to help needy families, a federal official said
Monday.
The money was saved after
Congress approved tougher
welfare requirements in 1996.
Thousands of West Virginia
families were cut off welfare
when the rules took effect in
1997.

because of controversy
CHARLES TOWN, W.Va.
(AP) - Just days after urging graduates to "choose
God" during a commencement speech, the principal of
Jefferson High School has
resigned.
Richard A. "Doc" Keeler
says his resignation has
nothing to do with the controversy that followed his
comments, but he submitted a letter declaring his
intention to leave four
days after the June 4ceremony.
Keeler had been principal
for two years. He said
Tuesday he decided to quit
for personal reasons, including a desire to spend more
time with his family.
He has asked the Board of
Education to assign him as a
teacher at the Jefferson
County Alternative School in
Charles Town.
Superintendent of Schools
David Markoe said he does
not believe the resignation
was linked to the graduation
comment.
As diplomas were distributed, Keeler told students
there are three important
choices they will make in life,

choosing God, choosing a
mate and choosing acareer.
Keeler equates his comment to the Pledge of
Allegiance, which refers to
"one nation, under God."
"I didn't go into specific
religions," he said. "I didn't
promote any denominations.
I just made a statement. I
don't want to make a big
scene out of this."
Markoe said he is meeting
with other principals to
ensure similar comments are
avoided at future school
events.
"It should not have come
up, but it did. We are not
making any excuses for
that," he said.
Several parents complained about the comment,
bu,t twp called to support
Keeler. One student walked
out of the ceremony.
"That cannot happen
again," senior Seth Raphael
said. "It needs to be made
public so everyone realizes
this is not acceptable."
Markoe said no one objected last year when Sen.
Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va.,
held aBible and spoke about
God.

Substance from
placenta may
cause pregnancy
complications
by ALEX DOMINGUEZ
The Associated Press

Apotentially fatal complication of pregnancy may be
caused by a substance produced by the placenta,
according to a new study
that raises hopes for predicting the condition or finding a
better way to treat it.
The condition, pre-eclampsia, affects about 10 percent
of first pregnancies, causing
high blood pressure and
other symptoms in pregnant
women that can threaten the
mother and child. The primary treatment is to deliver
the baby early, contributing
to premature birth problems.
The placenta product
believed to be responsible,
neurokinin B(NKB), was
found by searching for genes
that direct the placenta to
produce substances that
affect blood vessels in the
mother, said P.J. Lowry, one
of the study's authors.
NKB levels were found to
be as much as 100 times
higher in a group of eight
women with the condition
than in 16 pregnant women
without it, the Briti_sh
researchers reported in
Thursday's issue of the journal Nature.
The researchers also
injected female rats with
NKB, which caused asharp
increase in blood pressure
when given at levels 20
times normal for apregnant
rat, said Lowry, a neuroendocrinologist at the
University of Reading, in
England.
Additional studies are
planned on larger groups of
pregnant women to see
whether high NKB levels
during early pregnancy predict the emergence of preeclampsia. If the substance
is found to cause pre-eclampsia, a medication could be
developed to block its effects,
Lowry said.
The findings should stimulate further research, but it
is much too soon to say
whether NKB is the culprit,
said Dr. James Roberts, a
researcher at the Magee
Women's Hospital at the
University of Pittsburgh who
was not involved with the
British study.

Martinsburg mother charged with neglect
MARTINSBURG, W.Va.
(AP) - Awoman who left her
infant son in a car while she
went into atanning booth has
been charged with chil.d
neglect.
Diane Sagonas, 24, of
Inwood was released on
$10,000 bail after being
charged with child neglect creating the risk of injury.

irthri <lht
O

Sagonas went to the Seaside
Tan &Spa on U.S. Route 11
Monday night, leaving 11month-old Austin Sagonas in
her car, Berkeley County sheriff's Capt. Curtis Keller said
Tuesday.
Donna Hubbard, co-owner of
the salon, said another customer's husband stood by the
car for 10 to 15 minutes

because he saw the child alone
and crying. The car windows
were slightly open.
Salon staff called the sheriff's department.
Sagonas told authorities she
had left the child alone for no
more than ~O minutes and had
done so many times in
Pennsylvania without getting
in trouble.
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WMUL manager Tickets on sale for summer jazz festival
recieves awards
by CHARLENE L. CORELL
reporter
Get jazzed at Jazz-MU-Tazz,
Marshall University's summer
jazz festival.
This year's festival will last
four days and features a
Mountain Stage performance,
a live radio show, cruises on
the PA Denny showboat, Live
@The Forum, An Evening of
Cabaret and a Romantic
Sunset Cruise.

by CHARLENE L. CORNELL
·-• reporter
One of Marshall University's
own received two awards for
excellence in teaching and
broadcasting.
Dr. Charles G. Bailey, faculty
manager of WMUL, received
the John Marshall Award for
Extraordinary Service to West
Virginia Higher Education.
President Dan Angel presented
the award to Bailey at the
annual picnic for the station's
student workers on May 3.
"I was speechless," Bailey
said. "I was surprised. Iwasn't
expecting it. We we:re at the
WMUL picnic and the president had been so gracious to
invite my students there to
give them acknowledgment for
their success this year."
During the award ceremony,
Patrick Sheehan, continuity
director, thanked Bailey for the
opportunity to work at WMUL.
While Sheehan spoke, Angel
left1 the room.
' Ithought 'Oh my stars, we've
bored him," Bailey said. "We're
making him uncomfortable. I
didn't know why he left;. When
Patrick finished, Dr. Spears got
the microphone and said that we
have one other award to give out.
The'n Dr. Angel came around corner with it."
"
Amonth later Bailey was
honored by the West Virginia
Broadcasters Association when
he accepted the Significant

Impact Achievement Award.
The award is designed to recognize an individual's contribution in their local regions and
their place of employment.
"It is very
touching when
people acknowledge you're doing
a good job,"
Bailey said. "I
don't care whatever you're doing
in your life, if
someBailey someone
where else takes
time to notice. I didn't do what I
did here for an award.
"For aprofessional organization like this, that is biggest
compliment I think I could
receive professionally."
As for Bailey's future he
plans to continue what he has
been doing.
"I plan to be here awhile."
Bailey said. "The way Ilook at
it, there's Reople in junior
highs right now that in four or
five years that are going to
have to deal with Dr. Bailey.
"I am along way from retiring. When you talk about having to retire at 68 or 70. Ihave
another 20 years."
Bailey has worked at
Marshall since 1985. During
his 15 years of service he has
worked at WMUL and served
as president and vice president
of the WVAPBA.
"I love it," Bailey said. "This
is what Ido."

by JEREMY Y. JARRELL
for The Parthenon,,
Tests, bad food and homesickness mixed with late nights
studying and partying can seem
too much to handle sometimes.
Marshall's Counseling Service
seeks to help students resolve
those issues and other more
serious ones.
The program is committed to
helping students overcome
depression, manage stress,
resolve test anxieties, develop
anger m,magement and deal
with relationship issues.
New students and their par-

ents often meet members of the
counseling service during
freshman orientation.
"Stress accompanies college
as apart of the price tag," said
Steve W. Hensley, director of
counseling service cemter for
the last 10 years.
Hensley said that about 600
students use the counseling
service during a year to help
with personal or academic
problems.
He said many students feel
overwhelmed by their initial college experience and have trouble placing priorities or finding
resolutions to their problems.

He said the program can
help, with it's staff of licensed
psychologists, counselors and
other mental health professionals who are trained to meet
counseling needs.
Students who come for help
are encouraged to take an
active role in their counseling
to receive the full benefits.
While at the center a counselor works with each individual to provide a program that
will fit his or her personal
needs.
This helps build a relationship between patient and counselor and gives the individual

.Dean
•From page 1

"Marshall is very fortunate
to have Barbara as the dean of
MU libra~ies," said Dr. Sarah'
Denman, senior vice president
of academic affairs. Denman
said she is eager. to work with
Winters, who brings twenty-six
years of experience to
Marshall.
As the new dean of libraries,
Winters intends to get more
hardback books and online
publications. "The most difficult thing about keeping the
books is the 8to 10 percent
inflation price on online and
print books," Winters said.
As dean of the university
libraries, Winters will head

the second largest library in
West Vir_ginia. She intends to
have Marshall ~work with
other state colleges, including
West Virginia University,
West Liberty University,
University of Charleston and
West Virginia State
University to lower the price
of books and offer publications to all the state universities.
Winters succeeds Josephine
Fidler who retired in January
1999. Monica Brooks, who has
served as the interim director
of libraries, will return to her
duties as associate dean for
technology services.

Groups performing include
the Astral Project, The Johnny
Nocturne Band, Rod McGaha
and the Charlie Hunter Trio.
Tickets for all events went
on sale Monday, June 12 at
the Marshall Artist Series
located in the Joan C. Edwards
Playhouse.
Ticket prices vary from $10
to $25. Charge by phone at
(304) 696-6656. MarsterCard
and Visa are accepted. There
are no student discounts.

Jazz-MU-Tazz schedule of events
ThursdayLive@ The Forum·- 8-10 p.m.
Bluetrane &Jerry Coker
Friday•
An Evening of Cabaret -- 8-10 p.m.
Bob Thompson, The Johnny Nocturne Band
and Astral Project
·
SaturdayPA Denny Jazz Cruises - 10-11 a.m., 12-1 p.m., 2·3 p.m.
Jazz artists TBA
Romantic Sunset Cruise ·- 5-7 p.m.
Jazz artists TBA
photo courtasy of the Marshall Artist Series

Tenor saxophonist John Firmin and vocalist Kim Nalley,
members of The Johnny Nocturne Band, are scheduled to
perform at Jazz-MU-Tazz.

Mountain Stage -- starts at 8p.m.
Astral Project, The Johnny Nocturne Band, Rod
McGaha and Charlie Hunter Trio
SundayGospel Jaz21!9runch aboard the PA Denny -- 1-3 p.m.
Jazz artists TBA

Campus counseling center available for students"Stresswith problems

the people in Georgia \Yhat
Marshall had, their jaws
dropped and [they] were
wowed".
Winters said she has the
challenge of expanding the
John Deaver Drinko Library,
while keeping its good foundation. Her main goal will be to
have Marshall University work
with the state in apartnership
to maintain and build on the
success of the library.

greater control over the sessions. Together they decide the
frequency of the sessions.
Hensley said confidentiality
is the key to the service.
According to the program's
brochure, at no time during or
after a student's sessions will
any of the information be disclosed to any person outside of
the program.
Session records are kept in
the Counseling Service's office,
but these records are not apart
of Marshall Universityis central files.
Privacy rights including the
confidentiality of written coun-

accompanies college
as apart of
the price tag ... "
Stevedirector
W. Hensley,
of tlw
counciling center

seling services including tests or
surveys are also fully protected.
One policy the center has is
that nothing is disclosed without the client's permission.
Shortly after gmduation or

departure from the univt'rsity
all of the records are desl.r(')yed.
Counseling files are not available to administrators, faculty
members or parents.
ACounseling Service c;laff
member is abailable 24 hour:,;
a day seven day a week and
can be reached by calling
(303) 696-3111 or the Campus
Police Helpline (303) 696HELP.
Appointments are recommended and can be made in per:: ;on on
the first floor of Prichard Hall or
by calling (304) 696-3111. The
services are free to student:::;
and faculty.

Northwestern University uses e-mail to notify
students
of acceptap.ce, beats post office to punch
By NICOLE ZIEGLER are welcome relief to weeks of provost for enrollment at

DIZON
Associated Press Writer
EVANSTON, Ill. (AP)
Northwestern University is
responding to successful applicants with amessage attuned
to the information generation:
You've got mail.
,
Northwestern is one of afew
universities around the country sending quick e-mails to
prospective students congratulating them on their admission. For some, the messages

nail-biting over their applications.
"It's very high-tech," said
Diana Garber, a 17-year-old
high school senior from East
Hills, N.Y. "lt made it easier
because people found out
early. They weren't stressed
out."
For many of her friends, she
said, the notes ended worries
over whether they would
receive a thick envelope or a
thin denial letter.
Rebecca Dixon, associate

Northwestern. said the school
sent e-mail congratulations to
about 4,000 students. This
marks the first year that all
accepted applicants who had
provided e-mail addresses got
the notes before their packets
of admission information.
In some cases, the electronic
messages beat the po:: ;tal service.
"We expected that to happen," Dixon said. "There are
always afew who call and say.
'Am Ireally admitted?"'

Marshall's Best Pizza Value

525 20th St.

Monday-Thursday
4pm-1am
Frid11am-2am
ay-Saturday
Sunday noon-1 am

Large
1
topping
pizza
FREE delivery to campus area
697-3300

Ask for this incredible deal Offer expires SEPTEMBER 30, 2000
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Big things
can be only
inches away

With President Angel seeking national
prominence for the school, the football
team becoming nationally ranked and the
need for new student residential space,
things at Marshall seem to be getting bigger.
And yet alot of things still come down
to afew inches.
For example, take the stadium seats.
As our football team gains recognition the
stadium will need additional space to
hold more fans and _attract big-name
teams.
By playing these teams the
Thundering Herd will have the chance to
be ranked higher in the polls. As aresult,
more players may want to wear the green
and white.
Ironically enough, to get the space for
larger crowds, the existing seats have to
get smaller.
The plan to shrink existing seats from
20 or 21 inches in width to 18 inches fell
through when it was discoyered that most
of the seats were already 18 inches wide.
Now, even with new seats being built in
the stadium, the target number of 40,000
will not be reached for the'-upcoming season. The stadium's exact seating capacity is unknown at this time.
The incorrect measurements were
apparently a misunderstanding, and we
applaud Dr. K. Edward Grose, vice president of operations, for looking for solutions rather than scapegoats. That small
amount of space means arather big, however temporary, roadblock to Marshall's
plans.
Two or three inches does not seem like
alot. But those little things can start to
add up....
Parking is always ahot topic of discussion. Those who frequently complain can
be thankful that something is being done
to address part of the problem.
Flot, located on Third Avenue, across
from Smith Hall, is being revamped to
address acouple of concerns. One concern
is public access, which is being addressed
with additional parking meters.
The other concern is room. The spaces
are, at the moment, only big enough for a
compact car. So what happens to employees who drive vans and other large vehicles?
Four inches are being added to the
spaces when the lot· is repaved and
expanded. This will give people some
extra room to maneuver as they come and
go.
Four inches sounds so small, yet it will
probably mean something to the employees whose cars are constantly dinged and
dented in the lot.
At Marshall University and in life, the
little details that are so easy to overlook
often add up to big problems that cannot
be ignored.
This is not a criticism of the people
working on the stadium seats or the parking lot. They are human and they are
obviously working to improve things.
These examples merely serve to illustrate the point that the little things do
count. Whether it is an inch here, afew
choice words there or acouple extra minutes of studying the night before that big
test, the little things make abig difference.
~

Editorial
Please keep letters to the editor

no longer than 250 words. Longer
letters may be used as guest
columns at the editor's discretion.
All letters must be signed and
include an address or phone number for confirmation. Letters may
be edited for libelous statements,
available space or factual errors.

''Who is the man that would
risk his neck for his brother
man?"
"Shaft!"
-"Theme from Shaft"
Page edited by Evan Bevins

Summertime
gets columnist
thinking about...
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HIS VIEW

Women's sports deserve respect
Now Marshall University
has another basketball hall of
famer in coach Juliene
Simpson. Well, "Whoop-de-do."
At least, that is the attitude of
many Herd fans.
Simpson has been recognized as one of the 18 best
women's college basketball
players ever, but you would
hardly know it if you watched
the local news.
The self-titled official
Marshall University sports
Web-site, Herdzone.com, didn't
even think the induction was
important enough to be included
on their page. But at least they
felt compelled to tell us when we
can buy a chair back for
Marshall University Stadium.
This ·attitude and lack of coverage is very disappointing to
me as asports fan and father of
three girls. Despite all the
efforts of pioneers in women's
sports like Coach. Simpson,
instances like this illustrate how
much inequality there still is.
Too many times Ihear people

say women's sports are not as
entertaining as men's, or
women are not as athletic as
men. And while it's true that
there are very few women who
can throw down abaseline twohanded dunk on people like
Vince Carter, there are also
very few men who can do that.
Too many times, I hear my
fellow sports fans say they don't
care about women's sports. And
while they are entitled to their
opm1ons, their comments
always make me wonder, do
they not care because they don't
like women's sports or because
women's sports have not had
the media exposure of other
sports?
Here are some interesting
facts for you: Women purchase
approximately 60 percent of
sports merchandise and apparel. Over 80 percent of women's
sports viewers are men.
The Women's World Cup
final, held in the Rose Bowl,
drew the largest crowd ever
for a sporting event in that
arena. Remember, the Rose
Bowl hosts a major college
football bowl, the University of
Southern California football
games, and even Super Bowls.
Yet women's sports receive
only five percent of the coverage on ESPN and CNN/SI.
I think the facts certainly

HIS VIEW

say there is a considerable
interest in women's sports.
I'm not saying women's
sports should get 50 percent of
all sports coverage, but Ithink
they certainly merit more than
five percent.
So now, back to Coach
Simpson. She is agreat coach.
She has had her share of
struggles since coming to
Marshall,
therewinner.
is no
doubt
she isbut
aproven
Lately, she has been the subject of some criticism because
some people expect her to win
aconference championship in
two weeks. I hope this recent
award will quiet those critics
for awhile.
Another coach thinks she is
doing agreat job, aguy named
Greg White.
"She is starting from square
one. She had to build a program and winning in the MAC
is tough," White said. "All the
hard work will pay off. N'ext
year the women's basketball
team will step up. Everyone
wants to build aprogram with
no work, but it doesn't work
that way."
Advice we should all keep in
mind.

I'm really glad Ihave something to do this
summer. Otherwise, it'd be killing me.
Working for The Parthenon is fun, and it
gives me an activity. And hey, those summer
classes aren't too bad themselves. Then, there's
that book I've been trying to write... oh well.
What I'm getting at is - this seems like it
has been avery long and boring summer so
far. Maybe I'm saying that because of the heat
or maybe Imiss my girlfriend.
It's the latter, trust me. I'm quite attached
to her.She's agreat person.
Anyway, I've had alot of time to think aimlessly. So, let me share my troubles.
Imiss Bill Cosby jumping around in acommercial for pudding pops. Cosby's still
around, but when is the last time you saw a
pudding pop?
I miss shoes with fabric fastener straps. I
know it's not much to miss, but you've got to
admit that was apretty sweet deal. Normal ·
shoes you have to mess with tying and untying, but the straps you just run across and,.
BAM, you're ready to go.
Another thing, dealing with shoes, that wasn't all that bad was the shoes that had pockets
in the side. There wasn't much room in that
pocket, but you still had apocket in your shoe.
Maybe one of my missions in life is to bring
those pockets back into pop culture.
You know, while I'm on the subject, there
are alot of things Iwant to do in my life. If you
ever meet someone who has no dreams, don't
worry because Ican make up the difference.
Iwant to be awriter. Iwant to write screenplays, novels, non-fiction works, satire and
about anything else one can write.
I want to be an artist. I'm not sure how
much that includes either, but I'd be happy
with drawing acartoon strip or something.
Iwant to cut arecord. Ican't really sing too
well and my instrumental skills are minimal,
but Istill can write some decent lyrics.
One ofthese days I'll figure out how to play the
guitar sitting in the comer of my room at home.
For some reason unbeknownst to me, Ihave
a strong desire to be governor of West
Virginia, so vote for me.
Most of all, Iwant to be agood person. I'm
trying to be just that.
Yeah, it's been acruel summer. Iguess I'll
do fine. I am moving along though. I've got
back into one of my dreams - working for a
newspaper.
Ialso know that I've discovered what Ilove
in life and maybe in some future column I'll
go in-depth on that.
Some of my friends and Iwere going to make
amovie this summer. Iguess I'll call them up.
That'll be something to pass the time.
Now, where was I? Oh yeah, that's right, I
was talking about this boring, boring summer.
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AFCA recog11izes MU

Marshall was one of 27 Division I-A schools recognized by
the American Football Coaches Association (AFCA) for
having agraduation rate of 70 percent or better Of the 13
players who entered as freshmen in 1994-95, 12 graduated,
arate of 92.3 percent.
(www.herdzone.com)
Thursday, June 15, 2000
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Women's basketball coach
inducted into Hall of Fame
playing career," White said.
"It's agreat honor for her to be
in such aselect group."
There is anew Hall of Farner. Simpson graduated from
on campus, and it is not Randy John F. Kennedy (NE) College
Moss or Chad Pennington. It is in 1974. She was amember of
Women's Basketball Head silver medal teams in the 1973
Coach Juliene Simpson.
World University Games and
Simpson is among the 24 1976 Olympics, according to
members of Women's ·College the 1999-2000 Marshall
Basketball Hall of Fame Class Women's Basketball Media
of 2000.
Guide. In 1975, she won agold
She said she is honored to be medal as co-captain of the U.S.
mentioned in the same sen- women's basketball team in
tence with other college bas- the Pan-American games.
ketball legends such as Cheryl •In 1977, she became head
Miller, Nancy Lieberman-Cline coach at Amarillo Junior
and Carol Blazejowski. ~---~ College, the team went
"It's overwhelming
to the NJCAA tournafor me to hear that,"
ment. Simpson then
Simpson said. "I was so
coached at Cincinnati
excited because my
for aseason before moventire family was there
ing on to Arizona State,
to enjoy it."
according to the media
Simpson said that in
guide.
the 108 years of
In her eight years at
women'
s
college
basket--~~__.,_,
ASU,
the team
compiled
ball, 49 people have
a 134-92
record,
was
been inducted into the Simpson ranked in the top 20
hall, and only 18 are
and took the team to
players.
two Sweet Sixteen berths in
Having a basketball hall of the NCAA tournaments.
fame for women athletes is She then spent three years
important, she said, because it at Whitworth College in
gives girls role models.
Spokane, Wash. and six years
Simpson said her childhood at Bucknell, where she was
role models were former New named Patriot League Coach
York Knick stars Walt Frazier of the Year in 1996. She came
and Earl "The Pearl" Monroe. to Marshall in 1997.
"I wanted to play in the NBA White said Simpson's hall of
because there was nowhere for fame induction reflects well
women to play," she said. ' not only on her, but the entire
Marshall Men's Basketball university.
Head Coach Greg White said "It's an opportunity for
he has nothing but respect for Marshall University to get
Simpson.
some publicity for someone
"She had an outstanding doing something special,"

"I've been in
basketball for 37
years and to have
the opportunity to
work with aHall of
Famer is something
special."

by SHAWN SEAGROVES
online editor

Greg White,

men's asketball head
coach

White said.
"I've been in basketball for
37 years and to have the opporphoto by Evan Bevins
tunity to work with aHall of
Farner is something special. To Young campers perform amorning passing drill. First-time players and experienced high school
work with aHall of Farner is seniors alike participated in the camp, where Marshall and high school coaches try to show
totally unique," he said.
them the "Marshall way" to play football.
Simpson said her favorite
basketball memory was playing on the Olympic team and
winning the silver medal.
"No one expected us to even
qualify," she said.
Simpson said she hopes
women's basketball continues
to grow in the next few years.
"The exposure will help.
by EVAN BEVINS
Gale pointed out that the
We've always had great playexposure the camp provides for
editor
ers, people just didn't know
the university extends beyond
about them.
The future of Marshall footthe football field.
"Now young girls can go and
"They may never play foothave role models who are ball may be on the field right
ball, but they may ... be stufemale and dream of someday now.
dents one day at MU," he said.
Approximately 350 football
getting into the hall of fame," players,
from 7-year-olds to
Terrance Cooper, ajunior at
she said.
seniors, are particMyrtle Beach High School in "
"I try to look at the whole high school
in a football camp at
Myrtle Beach, S.C., has family
thing across the board, not just ipating
Stadium,
attending Marshall. He said
the basketball team, but the Marshall University
to Associate Head
his relatives, along with his
university and the community. accordingCoach
experience at the camp, makes
Mark Gale.
When you help others, you Football
"We want to introduce what
the school a potential college
help yourself."
we do technique-wise and terchoice for him.
minology-wise... ," Gale said.
"They've got anice program
He and the Thundering Herd
and they win alot of games,"
coaching staff, along with some
Cooper said. "Marshall coachhigh school coaches, are showes, they'll work with you oneing the youngsters how to play
on-one."
football "the Marshall way."
College is amore distant conphoto by Evan Bevins
The camp, now in its 11th
siderat10n for D.T. Bonzo, of
Ollom, a junior at Raceland, Ky. The 8-year-old
year, has two sessions. The Travis
High School in Vinson, practiced as aquarterback and
first session began Sunday and Warren
Ohio, works on his passing defensive
ended Wednesday. The second accuracy
end at the camp.
on the field.
began Wednesday and will
"I just like football and I
wrap up Friday.
attendance of 350.
haven't played it before and I
Gale said 75 to 80 percent of Some past camp attendees came here so they can teach
the camp participants are have gone on to play for the me,'' Bonzo said.
"over-nighters," staying on Thundering Herd. Gale said Nunez said the various age
campus in Twin Towers East. Chad ·Pennington was offered a groups at the camp are not a
The other campers are com- scholarship while at the camp. problem, they just have to
muters.
Receivers coach Dwavne work on different activities.
Attendance for last year's Nunez said there were aco~ple "They're all having fun, the
sessions totaled 275. This year, potential players in the first young ones and the old ones,"
Gale said, there were approxi- session and he hoped there Nunez said. "It's just good to be
mately 220 at the first session would be a couple in the sec- around the kids and they get a
alone. He estimated a total ond.
chance to learn something."

Field
of
Dreams
Over 300 attend focitball camp
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Best Man's Haircut
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Fellow passenger defends Moss

II Bl

Craig . Barber . Dennis
Black Stylist Dunford

CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP)
- AUS Airways passenger
says Minnesota Vikings receiver Randy Moss did nothing to
provoke aconfrontation with a
flight attendant that led to his
removal from the airplane.
"He was a complete gentleman," Patty Garcia said
Tuesday from her home in
Tampa, Fla. "If there was any
instigation, it was by her. I've
never seen anyone get treated
the way he did. Ever."
Moss' carryon bag was too
large to fit under his first-class
seat and the overhead com-

2557 3rd Ave. 522-7812

"She comes back there and
says, 'Do you have aproblem?'
He says, 'What do you mean?'
She said, 'You're sitting back
here talking.' He said, 'I'm not
showing you any disrespect.
I'm sitting back here fine."'
The flight attendant summoned the captain, who
allegedly cursed at Moss and
said he'd "better sit back there
and shut up or he would ...
throw him off the plane,"
Garcia said.
Charleston police then were
asked to escort Moss from the
plane.
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Same Day Appointments Walk In's Welcome

partments were full. He was
told he would have to check the
bag inside the airport.
Instead, Moss walked to the
near-empty back of the plane
and removed afew items from
the bag, which he placed in an
overhead compartment and sat
down near Garcia.
Garcia, a Dunbar native,
struck up a10-minuteconversation with Moss, who is from
Rand and was flying to Miami.
Garcia described how a flight
attendant approached Moss
before the plane had left the
gate.
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President, Angel
tours
coal mines.

WiPresi
re edident
tor Dan
JamesAngel
Harris tags alongawitourth
of some
West Viasrginheia takes
coal mines.
Coming soon to Life!
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Jackson
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over
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Page edited by James Harris

By DAVID GERMAIN

"life" to bail his younger broth- show than an action movie.
er Kip (Giovanni Ribisi) out of Expensive automobiles are
trouble. Cage has to steal 50 being boosted without so much
cars
two days(Christopher
or else a asnobody
aclosenotices
call. the
It seems
Britishin mobster
bright that
yelEccleston) with a fetish for low Lamborghinis speeding
handmade furniture will kill through downtown L.A. at outKip.
rageous speeds.
However, before he can set Of course, it's going to be the
f)Ut on this seemingly impossi- last car on the shopping list
ble task, Randall has to ask his that's going to give our hero
rl\other for permission. "It trouble a'67 Shelby Mustang
means doing things. Things I GT named
told you I would never do "Eleanor" (It's the code. Each
again," he said. Without hesi- car has agirl's name).
tation she pleads, "Do what it In the last third of the film
takes, Randall."
we finally we get our chase
With his mother's consent, scene. Not surprisingly, this
Cage goes into full-out crimi- scene is Gone In 60 Second's
nal
and begins to round best.
up hismode
"crew."
The action here is fairly
Among Cage's former col- intense filled with speeds in
leagues are Angelina Jolie and excess of 170 mph, police heliRobert Duvall, who have both copters, squealing tires and
given up car theft for an hon- high-flying jumps through the
est living.
air. As an added bonus Nicolas
Somehow, Cage manages to Cage actually shuts up as he
convince both of them to give tries to evade police pursuit.
up their new lives, risk prison Gone in 60 Seconds is the
time and even death in amat- embodiment of Hollywood's
ter of minutes. He's cool like passion to spend a ridiculous
that.
_ amount of money on aterrible
With his gang intact, plus a script. '
.
few virginal thieves, Cage Three Oscar winners couldtakes charge of operations and n't even save this one. If Cage
to earn
Oscar,
Photo cou~esy ofwww.stud10go.com lays out the plan of attack.
'I:he next 30 minutes of the hopes
he might
wantanother
to seriously
Cage hits the skids in his film are completely void of any consider h1s future film roles
new movie "Gone in 60 danger and sweaty palms, feel- unless, of course, he is planSeconds."
ing more like an exotic car ning on stealing his next one.

The Associated Press
Take one 1970s cultural icon,
a funky, Oscar-winning
anthem,
meager
story
andadd
broilathe
mix dose
in atti-of
tude, and out pops "Shaft," a
slight but entertaining update
of that cat who just won't cop
out when danger's all about.
The movie mainly is ashowcase for Samuel L. Jackson to
wisecrack, glower and otherwise
playpolice
ultra-cool
as John
New
York City
detective
Shaft, nephew of the original
private eye <Richard
Roundtree, who reprises his
role as Jackson's uncle).
At the outset, Shaft the
younger shows just how smart
he is - and how dumb everyone
else ais bar
- when
outside
whereheaarrives
black
man lies dying on the sidewalk
after a brutal assault. Shaft
enters the bar, which is full of
cops casing the joint for witnesses, and with a couple of
quick
glancesand
singles
out the
key witness
fingers
the
killer.
It
doesn't hurt that the witness has blood on her face and
the killer has blood on his
hands. Shaft 2, everybody else
Both the killer, pampered
and prejudiced Walter Wade
Jr. (Christian Bale,), and the
witness, a meek waitress
played by Toni Collette, go on
the lam.
Two years later, Shaft catches up with Wade but must find
the waitress to send the murderer
to the big
house.up Wade,
meanwhile,
hooks
with
Dominican druglord Peoples
Hernandez (Jeffrey Wright) to
whack the waitress, and the
race is on over who gets to her
first.
Along the way, Shaft quits
the force in disgust, deciding
his uncle is right, that he can
best serve justice from outside
the system. His foes think that
without his badge, Shaft has
been emasculated.
Yeah, right.

you think that
makesdanme
less"Dodangerous
or more
gerous?" Shaft asks agroup of
bad guys, a sign of the frenzied, borderline vigilantism to
come as Shaft leaves abig pile
of bodies in his wake.
Jackson is ideally cast, infusing Shaft with fury, humor,
compassion,
wile. Whatever
situation requires,
Shaft is upa
for it.
Bale has his moments,
though he's really just stuck
in the role of a one-dimensional bigot whose motivation
for
thanmurder
to givenever
Shaftgels,
a caseotherto
pursue.
Wright shows some charm
and charisma early on but
ultimately becomes just another tough who gets in Shaft's
way.
Busta Rhymes offers comic
relief as Shaft's man Friday,
and Vanessa Williams plays
things tough and straight as
the detective's loyal cop buddy.
You'd expect alittle romance
between Jackson and

Williams, but other than brief,
obscure clips during the.opening credits and some suggestive banter, the raw sexuality
of the original "Shaft" is missing here.
Also missing, at times, is a
sense of logic and continuity.
At one point, Peoples orders
two corrupt cops to follow
Shaft, after the detective has
sped off and is long out of
sight. Cut to the cops, parked
up the street from an apartment where Shaft and his
helpers have taken refuge. If
only the good cops had such
acute radar.
You don't want to overanalyze this pleasant-enough
action flick the way its predecessor was over-intellectualized as a vanguard of "blaxploitation" movies, when in
truth the first "Shaft" was just
a decent, gritty detective
story.
"Shaft," then and now, is
more about the man than the
movie. And as the man,
Jackson d,elivers well enough.

By Ray Huffaker
Daily Evergreen (Washington
State U.)
(U-WIRE) PULLMAN,
Wash. - Eddie Murphy had
some limited fame in 1984. He
had appeared on "Saturday
Night Live" and in a few
movies.Cop,"Thenearning
cameover
"Beverly
Hills
$300
million at the box office, and
suddenly everyone knew who
Murphy was.
With his new movie, "Big

Cage makes mistake playing
hero in 'G.one in 60 Seconds'

By Ryan Green
Daily Texan (U. Texas-Austin)
(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, Texas
- Nicolas Cage used to be a
joy to watch on screen. He took
on challenging roles that displayed his vast range of talent.
As of late, however, it seems
Cage has been stuck in cliche
hell playing the same morally
righteous action hero in movie
after
Gonemovie.in 60 Seconds is
Nicolas Cage's latest example
of poor judgement.
This time he's Randall
"Memphis" Raines, a retired
car thief forced back in the

photo cour1esy of www shafHhe movie.com

Samuel L. Jackson stars as detective John Shaft, nephew of
Richard Roundtree's character.

Lawrence hopes for Murphy-like fame with "Big Momma"
Momma's House," TV star
Martin Lawrence hopes to garner the same type of recognition by dressing up like a
grandmother.
Lawrence plays Malcolm, an
FBI agent. Malcolm and his
Bureau buddies are searching
for a prison escapee named
Lester (Terrence Howard).
Lester was arrested for knocking off abank, apparently with
the help of then-girlfriend
Sherry (Nia Long).
Being well-versed in crimi-

nology,John
Malcolm
his partner,
(PaulandGiamatti),
decide that the obvious course
of action is to go stake out the
house of Sherry's long-lost
grandmother, Big Momma
(Ella Mitchell), in Georgia.
Great thinking! Sherry will
certainly visit a relative she
has not seen in 20 years. Lester
will follow her there, where the
FBI can jump out of the rhododendrons and apprehend him.
If the real FBI were this good
at tracking down criminals,

they certainly would have
found the real killers in the
O.J. Simpson case by now.
Malcolm's master plan takes
aturn for the worse when Big
Momma suddenly leaves town
before Sherry arrives. Malcolm
knows that Sherry will not stay
and he will lose his chance to
catch Lester if Big Momma is
not home.
Malcolm realizes that his
only option is to create hilarity
and wacky escapades by posing
as the orca-sized Big Momma.

Pandemonium ensues, all
leading up to the grand finale
involving two Big Mommas, a
convicted murderer with agun,
two million dollars and adirty
old man looking for some 500pound lovin'.
Clearly, the selling point of
"Big Momma's House" is not an
intriguing plot.
"Big Momma's House" is
meant to be alight-hearted and
funny film instead. It succeeds
in both these respects.
True connoisseurs of the cine-

matic arts will always remember Giamatti for his Oscar-worthy and tender portrayal of the
character Veal Chop in the
1997 film "Safe Men." In "Big
Momma's House," he provides
some comic relief as Malcolm's
bumbling sidekick.
"Big Momma's House" is a
success
laughs, because
which wasit delivers
the goaltheof
the movie. And 'while "Big
Momma's House" may not be
Lawrence's "Beverly Hills Cop,"
at least it is not his "Holy 1lan."

to give us achance to cool off.
we might
get a
.--------- The
littleproblem
too coolis,(rising
temperatures notwithstanding) and
lose that sharply-honed mental
...EVAN
ability we worked so hard to
BEVINS
fall and spring.
editor achieve
So here are a few movie
rental picks that can keep you
---- entertained and keep your
Ah, summer time. After two mind sharp by daring you to
semesters of reading, writing, follow their plot twists and
'rithmetic and whatnot, we twisted plots:
have amuch needed break.
"Being John Malkovich" Of course, for many students The title is enough to pique
that break involves workin·g, your interest, the concept
summer classes or both.
enough to make you rent it, but
Still, the summer is supposed the movie itself? The best Ican

do to adequately describe it is
"Um...."Based around asecret
door that lets the talented cast
enter the mind of the title character (played by himself), the
movie is impossible to compare
to any other. The mind-bending
comes simply from trying to
keep up with the action and
also deciding whether the
movie has apoint or if it's just
strange.
"The Big Lebowski" - This
one's atrick. You can expend a
great amount of brainpower
trying to make sense of this
Coen brothers gem. And it can
be done. An homage to "The Big

Sleep," starring Humphrey
Bogart, the film is aconvoluted
tale of mistaken identity, kidnapping, lying and the like. But
whereas in most mysteries,
there is more going on than
meets the eye, in "Lebowski,"
there is considerably less.
There is acoherent story, there
may even be a meanin!J; the
joke is - it's not worth trying
to find either. Just sit back,
laugh and try not to let ttie
excessive profanity get to you.
"Fight Club" - Forget the
reports that say this film encourages violence; anybody who
thinks recreating this movie's

events would be fun probably
has issues anyway. "Fight Club"
shows what can happen when
people try to fill the void in their
life the wrong way. It also forever taints any Meatloaf song you
hear after watching it. But it
does deliver one heck of an ending that will make you want to
go back and watch it again, if
you can stand it.
"The Usual Suspects" When filmmakers start heaping on plot twists for sheer
shock value ("The Game" anyone?), they need to go back and
see how it's done. "Suspects" is
a masterpiece, with a multi-

tude of double meanings and
clues you don't even see until
it's too late. But be warned - if
you can speak 'Turkish, then
the film's ending - the greatest movie ending ever - is
given away rather early on.
These are just afew uggestions to keep you amused
between work, classes and
other summer fun. But remember, part of summer is relaxing.
So be sure to follow up one of
these mental workouts with
something lighter like "Dumb
and 'Dumber'' or "The
Waterboy."
Go ahead.Think about it.

Movie rentals can sharpen the mind during summer

